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Abstract: For deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals, the emergence of Instant Messaging technology and digital pagers has been perhaps one of the greatest liberating communication technological breakthroughs since the advent of the TTY. Instant Messaging has evolved into an everyday socially compelling, portable, and “real time” communication mode for students. The focus of this paper is on the pedagogical implications of using Instant Messaging technology to promote student learning and on the process of implementing the technology in order to engage deaf and hard-of-hearing students, both in and out of the science classroom. Applications include in-class learning activities (in homogeneous and heterogeneous communication mode classrooms), out-of-class discussion/study groups, “virtual lectures” with content experts in the field, and communication with students while on co-operative work assignments. Perceived benefits to deaf students, deaf and hearing students in an inclusive environment, as well as benefits to teaching faculty are presented. Technological modifications and instructional application protocols (i.e., hardware, software, and logistical considerations) that are required to maximize the student learning experience are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, for about the eleventh time that particular day, we had to remind one of our deaf students that text pagers, like cell phones in a restaurant, are not acceptable for use during class activities. Later in that period, the class took a brief break and the students rushed to the computers lining the back wall of our laboratory classroom, only to begin typing zealously. We observed the now familiar sight of Instant Messages (IM) popping up on the computer monitors from students’ extensive “buddy lists” (with the students entertaining several “chats” at one time). Instantaneously, what might be termed an educational epiphany from a teaching perspective occurred. Clearly, something very powerful, compelling, and motivating to our students had been happening right in front of our eyes. Every teacher yearns for that “teachable moment” that seems to spontaneously appear far too infrequently. This was ours. We decided to attempt to harness this tool and investigate the components of "their" technology that could be applied with deaf and hard-of-hearing (d/hh) students in the science classroom.

The current group of college students, the “Millennial Student” (“Generation Text”, “Generation Y”, or whatever label might be placed on them), are accustomed to certain technology and have always existed in the “Information Superage”. The technologically enhanced life that they embrace is not necessarily the same one that most faculty have experienced. These students are internet savvy, younger than IM technology itself, and have always had the expectation of access to no-delay communication being “one click away”.  

IM is one such technological tool that is a mere everyday communication mechanism to our students, and something that has always been prominent during their lifetimes. America Online’s IM program (AIM™)- or its subsidiary; ICQ™ (pronounced “I see you”), Microsoft’s version (MSN Messenger™), Yahoo!’s Messenger, and Mac’s iChat™ are just a few of the more popular software/portals that students use to satisfy their IM needs. A 2005 report by the Pew Internet & American Life Project estimates that 66% of “Generation Y” internet users (people age 18-28)- typical college students- use IM compared to 38% of “Trailing Boomers” (age 41-50) and 42% of “Leading Boomers” (age 51-59)- who are about the age of typical college faculty (Fox, 2005). Today’s students often prefer IM over email for communication, have the technology on their mobile communication devices, and spend a staggering number of hours using IM.

So why not use this tool with which students are so comfortable for educational purposes? Philip Long stated “If culture has moved to adopt technology in commerce, in industry, in recreation, and in daily life, higher education may be legitimately slow to react, but react it must” (Long, 2002). Many colleges/universities currently use IM as a means for students to communicate with library help desks, campus computing troubleshooting, and tutoring resources. In fact, a growing number of college/university admissions departments are using IM as a vehicle for prospective students to communicate with admissions counselors, with several institutions also moving into the trendy Facebook and MySpace realm for recruitment (Farrell, 2007). However, the purpose of this paper is to go a step further and discuss the specific use of IM for pedagogical applications.

D/HH students are no different than their hearing peers in regard to their everyday use of technology. In fact, through the use of pagers and smartphones, these students may even be more dependant on text-to-text communication technology than the hearing student who relies on mobile cellular phones. In their report about making Information Technology accessible for d/hh individuals, Tom Peters and Lori Bell articulate a trend toward preference of IM over the TTY (Peters, 2006). Estimates vary for the number of IM messages that are sent annually, but in 2000, it was extrapolated that Americans sent 423 billion IMs per year (Duesterberg, 2000). IM usage has certainly grown since the turn of the millennium, and when combined with the staggering number of text messages that are sent via mobile devices, might that quantity reach the trillions today? In fact, it is interesting to note that text messaging has become such a norm that the authors receive automated text messages to their mobile phones when the fume hoods in the academic laboratories malfunction or drop below a threshold ventilation flow rate. Perhaps for the first time, d/hh students have achieved social communication equality with their hearing peers.

For many years, educators have strived to implement traditional "best practices" in providing academic support for d/hh students. In addition, they have paid attention to emerging instructional technologies and have experimented with numerous classroom applications. This investigation into the utility of IM technology attempts to harness "student social technology" to better meet learning objectives. To this end, IM technology has
successfully been taken into the educational realm. With this pedagogical tool comes teaching/learning benefits in applications with d/hh students in various types of learning environments and instructional contexts.

**HISTORY**

**IM Technology**

IM is a relatively new application of computer communication technology. A Finnish student, Jarkko Oikarinen, invented an early relative of IM, internet relay chat (IRC), in 1988 (Park, 2006). In 1998, when America Online™ (AOL) acquired ICQ™ (which had recently filed for a patent on IM technology), the subsidiary had a membership of 11 to 12 million registered users - that membership grew to 135 million users (add that to AOL’s AIM™ 180 million registered users) when the patent was awarded in 2002 (Hu, 2002). Currently, IM is on the verge of becoming a key business communication tool. Ferris Research documented 10 million business IM users in 2002 and predicted 182 million business users by 2007 (Kontzer, 2003). Recently, JetBlue Airways™ announced that it will be experimenting with offering limited Wi-Fi service, including ability to use IM, on certain flights (Yu, 2007).

IM users have developed their own “language”, with popular acronyms like lol (laughing out loud), brb (be right back), ttyl (talk to you later), and idk (I don’t know) - to name just a few. For a list of common IM acronyms, see http://www.imacronyms.com/ (accessed December 24, 2007). In fact, the “Merriam-Webster Dictionary Word of the Year for 2007” is w00t – an IM or gaming word used to express joy (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2007).

**IM in Education**

The use of IM in educational setting seems to be trailing its popularity in the business world. In fact, the use of IM is often actively discouraged in academia. Steven Gilbert, President of the TLT Group™ stated "When I visit a campus, most people never mention IM as one of the new instructional options. If they mention it at all, it's to ask about ways of PREVENTING students from using IM in public computer labs and in classrooms" (Gilbert, 2003). In the same discussion, Trent Batson, Director of IITS at the University of Rhode Island and developer of an early internet communication pedagogical tool for d/hh students - the ENFI (English Natural Form Instruction) Project, stated "Teachers are suspicious of things students like to do- the tendency is to deny them that instead of figuring out how to use that energy as teaching moments" (Batson, 2003). In certain areas of natural fit, it seems that IM has begun to catch-on in higher education. IM has been used in distance learning courses (Hrastinski, 2006 & Maushak, 2007) and used for “virtual office hours” (Wymer, 2006 & Lih-Ching, 2006). Still, IM technology may be underutilized in classroom environments and for various other pedagogical applications.

**IM use by Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Individuals**

Although studies are currently underway to develop the technology of, and to assess the effect on learning by, voice-to-text and live captioning technology (e.g., CART and C-print), there appears to be little effort expended on the investigation of IM as an
alternative "real time" communication option.

Frank Bowe reported in 2002 that 75% of d/hh respondents reported using IM at home and 35% reported using it at work (Bowe, 2002). In general, respondents reported that their IM use had significantly increased over the past few years and many reported using IM in “the same way hearing people use the phone” (Bowe, 2002). Some members of the deaf community believe that IM technology has worked to “level the playing field” and has proven to be a tool for equality (Felps, 2001).

The power of IM to the deaf community was evidenced when the National Association of the Deaf (NAD) asked the FCC for IM open standards and interoperability (National Association of the Deaf, 2005). Deaflawyers.org lists IM and text messaging as communication options on their webpage and IM leader, AOL™, operates an "Accessibility Help" page for deaf consumers at http://www.aol.com/accessibility/accessibility_help/deaf_and_hard_of_hearing.html (accessed December 24, 2007).

IM in the Education of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Students

There is little work reported in the literature on the use of IM technology with d/hh students in an educational environment. To this end, this paper describes some of the early experimentation by the authors with IM technology in pedagogical applications for d/hh students.

PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATIONS

The authors have used networked laptop computers with IM technology to enhance student learning in the following homogeneous (all d/hh students) contexts: 1) facilitating group discussions; 2) facilitating review preparation for exams; 3) facilitating collaborative research in small groups; 4) facilitating out-of-class structured interactions and study sessions; 5) providing a mechanism for students to interact with topical experts and professionals at a distance (“virtual lectures”); and 6) providing a mechanism for faculty to follow-up with students on cooperative work (co-op or internship) assignments. In addition, we have assessed the feasibility of facilitating group discussions and review in a heterogeneous (mainstreamed) classroom environment.

In-Class Discussion

Numerous variations and applications of in-class IM activities are possible. Student “class chat groups” are a very effective tool for stimulating interactions and engaging students. These chats can be strategically developed and assigned by the instructor in order to meet a myriad of instructional objectives. For instance, an in-class IM chat activity might involve dividing a class into several distinct groups and assigning a problem to solve or a question to ponder. While each member contributes to the groups’ path toward completing the task at hand, the instructor can monitor the discussions and progress of all of the groups (as well as individuals) simultaneously by setting up all group chats screens/windows on the instructor’s computer. At any given moment, the instructor can participate in any of the group chats and provide additional information, clarification, lead the
discussion onto a different path, or pose questions to the group or to individuals who seem to be holding back. At the conclusion of the session, the instructor can print a record of each group discussion, including the contributions of each participant. This printout can be a valuable record to the students in that group, an important resource to students in the other groups, and a documented feedback tool for the instructor to gauge the level of individual student comprehension of a particular topic/concept.

FIGURE 1. Example In-Class Discussion IM Activity (the chat excerpt, using iChat™, shows the view from the instructor’s computer while monitoring several groups simultaneously). Note: student input is on the left side of each of the three screens while instructor input is on the right of each of the three screens.

In-Class Review

Review of concepts and processes occurs quite efficiently with the use of IM technology. Review questions can be prepared in advance (by the instructor or students) using a word processing program (i.e., Microsoft Word™) and subsequently pasted into the IM text box to facilitate rapid Question & Answer (Q&A) periods. Compared with traditional face-to-face Q&A sessions, IM reviews can often take place in roughly half the time. Again, an additional benefit to the instructor is that the entire review can be printed, distributed, and analyzed. Students who demonstrated confusion, lack of preparation, or misunderstanding can then be approached and assisted individually.
FIGURE 2. Example In-Class Review IM Activity (the chat excerpt was pulled directly from iChat™). Note: again student input is on the left side of the screen while instructor input is on the right side of the screen.

In-Class Collaborative Research

Students in small groups can be given a topic to research (e.g. thalidomide) as well as several "starter" questions. The group is told that all communication must be exclusively through typing via IM. Students are asked to each generate one more question to add to the researchable questions list. The goal of the activity is for the group to produce a research report that answers all of their questions, defines key vocabulary, and includes all citations in support of their findings. Students individually search for information, share information and citations with each other, and import text into a separate report summary document. Upon completion, all members of the group sign the research report.

FIGURE 3. Example Collaborative Research IM Activity (the chat excerpt was pulled directly from iChat™). Note: this portion of the chat is entirely between students.

Out-of-Class Interactions

IM technology also creates a new mechanism for valuable out-of-class interactions. These activities allow course-related interactions (instructor-student and student-student) to occur during evening and weekend hours. Out-of-class discussions, or “Virtual office hours” (in the case of
instructor-student communications), create a vehicle for “extending” learning opportunities while avoiding in-class time restrictions and establishing opportunities for continuous dialog. Out-of-class chat group assignments can be made for groups to convene online at specified times, including nights and/or weekends, and conduct class-related business. In effect, this activity serves as a type of “hyperspace/virtual study group”. The instructor can select and vary the group make-up when assigning group membership. Students can be taught how to configure their “class chat group” to fit the in-class or out-of-class assignment.

**Interactions with Topical Experts**

Using IM technology, students in classroom settings are able to interact with discipline-specific professionals and topical experts in the field. In a sense, these interactions act like “virtual lectures”. The information, coming directly from those working in the specific content area in which the students are concurrently learning in their academic courses, allows students to get timely, first-hand, real-world, and “cutting edge” information. For example, a researcher in the pharmaceutical industry in California can participate in an IM chat (from the comforts of his/her office) with students in a classroom in New York related to an industry-specific spectroscopic technique that the students happen to be studying. The IM chat can again be printed and used to reinforce the material or placed into the course curriculum for future years. IM technology provides a mechanism for bringing educational experiences to the classroom that would otherwise be logistically prohibitive (e.g. finances, time constraints, or travel requirements). In addition, classroom communication can be difficult with outside experts/guest lecturers, who may not be familiar with d/hh communication protocol. In this case, the instructor can facilitate the text interaction between guest and students with a minimal need for paying attention to communication logistics.

**FIGURE 4. Example IM Chat with a Topical Expert (the chat excerpt was pulled directly from AIM™).**

---

| Student #7: What instruments do you use often at your job? |
| LST VISITOR: Oh, I see them all...GC, GC-MS, different kinds of spectrophotometers (UV-Vis, IR), HPLC... |
| Student #11: Pretty much, yes |
| Student #9: we are going to learn how use them all |
| Student #7: We are studying UV-Vis Spectrophotometers now in our class |
| Student #12: Is Beer’s Law really as important as our professor says? |
| LST VISITOR: Beer’s Law is extremely important…the relationship between analyte concentration and absorbance is the reason we can extract the important information from the instruments. |
| Student #1: a lot on chemical analysis |
| Student #9: We study analytical chemistry- such as titrations, dilutions... |
| Student #1: chemical preparation |
| Student #7: a lot of hands on lab experimentation |
| LST VISITOR: like what kinds of chemical analyses. specifically? |
| LST VISITOR: volumetric? |
| Student #12: Yes, titrations |
| LST VISITOR: gravimetric? |
| Student #1: yes |
| Student #12: both |
Co-op/Internship Progress Chats

Though specific to postsecondary programs that allow for students to perform cooperative work experiences (co-ops) or internships, IM has proven to be a very useful tool for monitoring student performance while on their work assignments. A quality co-op/internship can be mutually beneficial to the student and host workplace. Likewise, as most collegiate programs strive to keep good relations with their industrial partners, it is vital that the student co-op/internship process runs smoothly. To this end, IM has been used to “check-in” with students during their co-ops/internship, make sure that the experience is being a positive part of their educational program, discuss technical issues that have come up and might need reinforcing, discuss how to deal with behavioral and social issues that might arise with coworkers, and process how information that students have learned in prior coursework is being applied in their work assignment (a connection that is not always obvious to students).

To avoid interrupting the workday, co-op/internship IM interactions do not occur during typical work hours, but rather in the evenings during the work week. A group of students who are simultaneously completing their co-ops/internships are directed to all sign onto IM at a specific time (i.e., 8pm EST on Thursdays). It is important to note that since students may be working independently on opposite coasts of the country, a time must be chosen that is logistically practical for students in all time zones. Typically, one faculty member monitors an approximate hour IM chat with a group of about four students. These chats occur at the same time each week throughout the duration of their work assignments. A major benefit of having group chats is that it allows students to interact with each other and learn from others’ experiences. This peer learning outcome is manifested in the fact that several students are likely to have the same struggles in their respective assignments. As well, students have the opportunity to learn what workplaces other than their own are like, and can gain a more macroscopic
vision of what their future career might be like.

As is the case with all of the IM applications discussed here, a script of the chat can be printed and used for a variety of pedagogical purposes. We have found that IM used in this way can greatly improve student co-op/internship experiences. It can serve as an early intervention tool for issues that arise (technical and social), an enjoyable mechanism for classmates who have been distanced for a period of time to “reconnect”, and a far more dynamic means of processing information than the typical method of students keeping a daily and static journal of their experiences.

In-Class Review (Mainstreamed Classroom)

As with most innovation, experimentation leads to expanded insight. It soon became apparent that applications of IM technology in the classroom could easily transcend the homogeneous (all d/hh students) classroom and might have implications for attempting to level the playing field for d/hh students in the heterogeneous (d/hh/hearing students) mainstreamed classroom. D/HH students matriculated in colleges and universities are often marginalized in the mainstreamed classroom due to communication restrictions. While teacher-centered lectures, with limited student interaction, tend to function effectively with traditional support by sign interpreters and C-Print/CART (Communication Access Real-time Translation), IM applications allow for greater involvement of d/hh students in certain mainstreamed classroom activities. Attempts to utilize cooperative group learning strategies with d/hh and hearing students using traditional direct managed sign communication and/or interpreting support tends to limit spontaneous interactions due to inherent communication pacing issues or the "lag time" required to bridge signed and spoken communication.

Tested examples of using IM in mainstreamed class environments include small group discussions and exam review sessions. In instances where the goal is for d/hh students to be truly involved in discussions with other students, if given a topic, students can immediately begin keyboarding without waiting for the interpreter-centered communication circle to be formed. The recommended mixture is four d/hh and hearing students per group, each student using a laptop that is linked to the other three members in the group using a
chat network. Students report that this application of IM technology makes them feel like equal contributors, and therefore, learning partners with the hearing students in the class.

In some types of mainstreamed activities, we have had success substituting a "keyboarding facilitator" for the traditional sign interpreter. A traditional exam review in a mainstreamed classroom setting, for the most part, excludes the d/hh student from participation due to the inherent "lag time" of sign interpreting or C-Print/CART. By the time the instructor speaks the question and the d/hh student receives that question, the instructor has often already acknowledged a spoken answer from a hearing student in the class and has moved on to the next question. In one trial, two deaf and two hearing students were given laptops. The keyboarding facilitator rapidly typed each review question and then voiced all student responses from the IM medium. The instructor added facilitator voiced responses to those obtained from hearing students in the class as he rapidly listed correct responses on a white board. Two remarkable outcomes were noted: 1. Approximately 50% of the listed responses came from the group of four using the IM technology; and 2. The deaf students stated that this was the first time they felt like equal contributors to the class.

Since adding an additional keyboarding facilitator to the interpreting support staff in a classroom is not necessarily economically feasible, it appears that we may have discovered a very successful instructional application of IM without an easy means of delivery. With this in mind, the interpreters present were asked their opinion of the activity. Both stated that they could not see the advantage over what they normally do and stated that they could not envision adding keyboarding to their job description.

FIGURE 7. Example In-Class Review (Mainstreamed Classroom) IM Activity (the chat excerpt was pulled directly from iChat™). The facilitator is typing instructor's questions and voicing answers typed by students. Note: again student input is on the left side of the screen while facilitator input is on the right side of the screen.

ISSUES AND TIPS

Those familiar with social IM communications are familiar with the myriad of text abbreviations and acronyms
that have evolved over the past few years as a result of the rapid growth in IM usage. Where typists in the past were rewarded by how many complete "words per minute" they could type (which was based on proper keyboard placement of one's fingers on a "qwerty" keyboard), the new generation of "typists" utilize unique finger combinations in remarkable, and often unique, combinations in order to maintain communication speed. One will likely find during initial experimentation with IM technology in the classroom that a few students tend to dominate the conversation, due perhaps to their facility with the keyboard. Although initially they might resist "holding back" when asked to do so for the purpose of allowing other students to respond, after a while, they will adopt a more relaxed communication pace that is more consistent with group IM interaction.

The goal of speedy communication has evolved into the development of abbreviations that, while socially acceptable in context, have the potential of interfering with traditional written language development. Acronyms have evolved that, in addition to allowing speedy IM communication, substitute for actual face-to-face visual communication. In our educational set-ups, we came to the decision that a distinction would be made between "Social IM" and "Classroom IM". Full grammatically correct sentences were established as the classroom expectation. Initially, IM communications in the physical classroom were halted, while this expectation was reinforced. Quickly, students adopted the new rules and freely communicated appropriately.

With the expectation that students would only communicate via their individually assigned laptops, we had to find a way of getting their attention quickly in the physical classroom. It was a student who suggested the protocol of the instructor typing "911" in the IM chat screen when it was desired that the students stop typing and to make eye contact with the instructor. This little trick allows for quick breaks in the conversation flow for the purpose of the instructor giving directions or making clarifying comments without consuming valuable time required to get the attention of all students.

When communicating via IM, it is imperative that the instructor give immediate and concrete feedback to students in real time. With certain learning objectives, abbreviations are not accepted, as proper spelling is expected and immediately corrected when responses are not accurate. Students tend to enjoy the competition inherent in attempting to correctly spell long scientific terms.

Related to competition- it is easy to foster an IM communication environment that encourages mutual reinforcement, not only between the instructor and student, but also between students (peers). IM session transcripts are often punctuated with student-to-student comments like: "Way to go, Nate!" or "Awesome, Ashley!" The speed of the interaction allows for this to happen as rapid insertions in the dialogue that keep things lively and fun.

THE TECHNOLOGY

In this era of rapidly evolving new technologies, it is essential that instructors strive to pay attention to these emerging technologies and to experiment with potential classroom applications. While many new instructional technologies tend to make teacher-student and student-student
interactions more difficult (or less apparent), IM is proving to be beneficial in terms of fostering interactions that have often been challenging to facilitate.

Since most students already have active personal IM accounts, it was determined that new generic class-related accounts would need to be established. This allows for more control over the whole pedagogical IM process from several perspectives. Unique IM usernames allow for accounts to be utilized by students in more than one class throughout the day. Students were assigned one IM username for the term and were asked to sign an agreement that these generic accounts would only be used for assigned course-related activities. Due to IM username registration requirements, an email account had to be established for each of the new IM accounts. In this case, linked email accounts existed solely for the purpose of managing the IM accounts. An additional benefit of the creation of unique class-related accounts is realized at the end of a term when the account passwords can be changed and usernames can be reused during the following term (with new students and new course contexts).

IM classroom chats can occur on any platform that allows for internet connection. Depending on the computer system support on a given campus, a LAN (local area network) can be used without the need to connect to an outside server. For evening class “chat appointments”, students can access the chat from different locations in the same way that they would normally utilize IM socially with friends. While students using PCs tended to use AIM™, Mac users tended to use iChat™, an OSX application.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

In an attempt to promote active cooperative learning in the classroom, instructors are presented with numerous challenges. For example, teaching faculty are well acquainted with the “shy” or more introverted student who has something to say but is reluctant to say it in front of other students. While most faculty will say that they value student “participation”, they will freely admit that they constantly search for classroom strategies that encourage the sharing of ideas by ALL students. Educational IM use satisfies this instructor desire in a peer-centered, active, and “Piagetian” way.

It is widely recognized that group discussions in an educational context are challenging and sometimes frustrating for d/hh students. This awkwardness is often observed in both homogeneous and heterogeneous (or inclusive) classrooms where communication must be “managed” by the instructor or the interpreter by pointing to whomever is speaking/signing. Chief among barriers to easy interaction between d/hh and hearing is the “lag time” between vocalizations and signed communication facilitated by the instructor or interpreter. This does not often allow for spontaneous and free flowing conversation on the part of either the d/hh or hearing student. That said, preliminary experimentation with IM technology in an educational context has made it clear that IM is not a replacement for skilled interpreters as members of the educational team. However, individuals who depend heavily on speechreading can only look at one face at a time and communication facilitators/interpreters often feel required to do their best to match the comprehension of the median student. For example, the
experienced instructor will pause between asking a question and selecting a student to respond, thereby allowing the deaf student time to receive the interpreted question and time to respond as an equal member of the class.

Our preliminary experiences suggest that, just as alphanumeric pagers have revolutionized instantaneous real-time telecommunication for d/hh individuals, so could IM technology revolutionize group discussion for deaf/hh students in both homogeneous and heterogeneous academic settings, including science classes, studio courses in which deaf and hearing student collaborate, and professional internet-facilitated collaborations and mentoring relationships.
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